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Abstract
Uncertainty from influential political events (e.g. Presidential elections and national referendums) potentially threaten the soft-landing of economic negotiations.
I explore how a political risk influence the negotiation dynamics — players’ behaviors and the total efficiency, employing a simple bargaining model with asymmetric
information. I show that a small political risk could prevent future breakdown and
shorten the expected duration of negotiations, enhancing the efficiency. Moreover,
the model predicts that a sharp compromise occurs just after the political event.
Applying the model to the 2015 debt renegotiation in Greece helps explain its puzzling compromise after the national referendum victory. Evidences from laboratory
experiments broadly support the model’s predictions.
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Introduction

Uncertainty entailed in influential political events could critically threaten the softlanding of economic negotiations between two parties. Donald Trump’s win at the 2016
U.S. Presidential election virtually overturned the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiation.
A 2016 national referendum in the U.K. inhibited the US-EU Free Trade Agreement
negotiation.1 The events was political lottery, in that the outcome of events are out of
neither negotiator’s control, however, the outcome of the negotiation potentially a↵ects
the world economy. Although the political events themselves have been analyzed by
political scientists and the press, their e↵ect on economic negotiations has been largely
unexplored by economists.
What is the optimal negotiation strategy in face of the political event with substantial
uncertainty? Does a political risk unambiguously harm the efficiency of negotiations? In
this paper, I study how uncertainty of political events influence the negotiation dynamics:
players’ strategies and the total gains from trade. This advances our understanding
of negotiation behaviors of key economic players under the overwhelmingly unforeseen
political economy. It has significance for negotiation policies in authority to handle the
negotiation in face of political events.
To motivate the role of political event on negotiations, I highlight the sovereign debt
renegotiation between the group of creditors (the Troika, consisting of the European
Central Bank (ECB), the European Commission (EC) and the IMF) and Greece in 2015.
Greece was faced with the maturity of debt, July 20, which de facto would induce a default
of the country. Notably, a national referendum was scheduled on the intermediate day,
July 5. (See Figure 1 for a negotiation time table) The referendum asked whether Greece
should accept the current austerity plan on the table. Although it involves no legal
binding power, this political risk attracted intense attention from the world because the
rejection of the austerity plan might trigger Grexit (i.e. Greece’s exit from the E.U.),
inducing a chain reaction of financial terror and the meltdown of the Euro zone.2
Guided by the observation, I develop a simple bargaining model with asymmetric information, embedding a political event of interest. The baseline model follows a canonical
one-sided o↵er bargaining over a durable good (Sobel and Takahashi (1983), Fudenberg,
1

On June 23, 2016, a national referendum in the UK was scheduled to ask whether the UK should
remain in the EU or not. In the mean time, the negotiation for the free trade agreement (FTA) is underway. As the headline “Brexit signals US-EU FTA death” indicates, some experts feared the breakdown
because EU might lose an influential cheerleader for the FTA. (SBS News, June 25, 2016)
2

Many analysts predicted that if Grexit happened, the previous currency, the Drachma, would come
back, and the economy would be in ruin. (The Teregraph, July 6, 2015) ABC warns that Greexit would
be “highly disruptive for Greece and a modest irritant for the European economy.” They predicted
“capital flight, spiraling inflation, lower purchase power and continued deep recession” in the Greece
economy. (ABC, July 2, 2015)
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Figure 1: The 2015 Debt Renegotiation in Greece
Note: The national referendum, which is a political event of interest, is scheduled on July 5, 2015. Other
political events are set on June 30, July 13, July 14, July 17 and July 20 (virtual deadline). ↵d captures
the conditional breakdown probability at each date, where d = 1, · · · , 6 is an order of political events.

Levine and Tirole (1985) and Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2013)). A seller (Greece) sells a
durable good (a new policy package to sustain the economy) with a price (repayment
burden) in each period to an buyer (the Troika), who replies by accepting or rejecting.3
Suppose a seller doesn’t know the private valuation of the good of the buyer. In equilibrium, the buyer follows a strategy characterized by cuto↵s, the minimum valuation they
would accept the price, which is a function of the o↵ered price.
The model delivers three predictions. First, the buyer’s cuto↵ schedule (or the minimum valuation they are willing to accept given the price o↵ered by the seller) sharply
drops just before the political event. This is very intuitive: in the face of a potential breakdown, the buyer makes a compromise largely dropping their cuto↵. This corresponds to
a stochastic analog of the well-known deadline e↵ect. (Roth, Murnighan and Schoumaker
(1988)). More significantly, once the negotiation continues (i.e., Grexit didn’t occur after
the referendum), one can see that the seller’s o↵er also sharply drops. The central mechanism of the model is that political risk serves as screening of asymmetric information. If
they reject just before the event, the seller knows that their valuation is substantially low.
Therefore, the seller significantly performs a compromise after the event. The political
event helps sharply mitigate the informational asymmetry. When time is continuous, the
size of each compromise is analytically pinned down with primitives of the model. As
the political risk rises, it is shown that the compromise of both the seller and the buyer
expands.
Next, to explore the efficiency impact of political risk, I start by defining the total
3
Suppose there is no coordination problem on the creditors’ side. Bai and Zhang (2012) apply a
similar bargaining model with asymmetric information to debt renegotiation to endogenize the durations
of negotiations.
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gains from trade as the sum of ex-ante expected payo↵ of the two parties.4 My model
shows that a small breakdown risk could improve the negotiation efficiency. This is not
so surprising: as political risk becomes larger, it promotes compromise by both parties,
shortening the trade and lessening the probability of breakdown, enhancing the efficiency.
However, when a political risk is too large, the expected breakdown loss dominates.
This prediction is consistent with the consequence of the same historic negotiation.
A week after the referendum on July 12, Greece ended up signing even harsher painful,
humiliating plan than the referendum. (The Economist, July 13, 2015) Contrary to the
dominant view of the pessimism, the negotiation successfully ended eight days before the
deadline, evading the devastating default. My model delivers a view that the referendum
functioned as a catalyst to facilitate the trade to induce Greece’s compromise.
Finally, to empirically test the predictions from the model, I designed and implemented a laboratory experiment because a political risk is hard to assess by nature and
progress of important economic negotiations of our interest are confidential.5 I collected
approximate 2000 pieces of trade data from 80 students randomly assigned to engage in
bargaining games with a series of breakdown risks under di↵erent parametric environments. The experiment directly asks cuto↵s from the buyers as well as prices o↵ered by
sellers instead of just asking them to accept or reject. Overall, controlling for the bias of
the sellers, I find that predictions from the model are broadly consistent with the data.
Literature Review The paper intersects with several streams of the bargaining literature. Theoretically, this paper is belongs to the literature on bargaining with breakdowns,
stemming from Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1985) and Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky
(1986). More recently, Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2010) analyze the stationary environment
in which the third party terminates the bargaining with Poisson hazard rate. The literature presumes that breakdown can happen any time, but I focus on the non-stationary
environment when their schedule is ex ante known as large political events.6
The study is in line with a body of empirical works on dynamic negotiations with an
endogenous delay including Bai and Zhang (2012) and Benjamin and Wright (2017) for
country-level debt renegotiations, Cramton and Tracy (1992) for labor union negotiations,
Sieg (2000) for medical malpractice disputes, Da Silveira (2017) for plea negotiations,
4

I equivalently use the total gains from trade, efficiency, and welfare as equivalent.

5

It is admittedly impossible to observe the no-referendum counterfactual. My quantitative model
is simple enough to implement in the laboratory operation, which enables us a series of counterfactual
experiments.
6
The dates of seminal political events such as the Presidential election, the national referendum and
the shareholder meeting are largely pre-determined. Negotiations face other types of political risks (e.g.,
terrorist attacks, coups, unexpected policy changes, corruption scandals) as well as non-political shocks
(natural disasters, financial crisis). This family of miscellaneous unpredictable political risks is out of
the scope of the paper.
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However, none of them consider the negotiations under political uncertainty.
Naturally, the paper echoes with laboratory experiments in bargaining under uncertainty. A classic work by Roth, Murnighan and Schoumaker (1988) established a deadline
e↵ect in experiments. While their deadline is deterministic, my environment adopts a
stochastic deadline. Albeit not bargaining, Ambrus and Pathak (2011) analyze a setting
where public goods contribution games are randomly continued without notice.
Outline The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a bargaining framework
with multiple political events and the characterization of the equilibrium. Section 3 shows
the sharp compromise after the political event. Section 4 delivers the efficiency impacts
of political risk and investigates the mechanism. Section 5 presents and interprets the
outcomes from the laboratory experiments. Section 6 concludes. The proofs of the most
of results and administrative processes of experiments are provided in Online Appendix.
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Bargaining with Political Events

I start with presenting an infinite-horizon bargaining model with asymmetric information in which negotiators are faced with a series of political events. I explore one-on-one
bilateral negotiations, instead of multi-lateral ones to abstract from the complicated interaction inside negotiators.78

2.1

Setup

A seller negotiates with an buyer to sell an indivisible good. Both are risk-neutral and
forward-looking expected utility maximizers. The buyer has private value v 2 [0, 1]
for the good and I assume that v is distributed in the cumulative distribution function
F (v) = v ( > 0).9 They both know the distribution, but the seller doesn’t know the
exact value. The seller’s marginal cost is normalized to 0 and it is common knowledge.
Time is discrete and infinite periods with n = 1, 2, 3 · · · , with a period length of > 0.
7

The bilateral analysis functions as a building block even when we discuss negotiations in multi-lateral
level. In reality, a multi-lateral negotiations is driven by combination of bilateral negotiations among
a group of powerful players. For example, in the T.P.P. negotiations, the success of the negotiation
depends on the bilateral negotiation between the U.S. and Japan, who represent the largest part of the
GDP in the countries.
8

Under weak parameter conditions, this result is robust to finite or infinite horizon, discrete period
or continuous time, and however many or the timing of the scheduled events.
9

Although the qualitative prediction is insensitive for any atomless and full-support distributions,
this parameteric assumption yields two benefits. First, the distribution shape is unchanged with Baysian
updating, which enables us to obtain almost closed-form solutions by solving backwards. (See Fuchs and
Skrzypacz (2013)) Second, it e↵ectively captures the first-order stochastic dominance, which is useful for
testing in laboratory experiments.
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Figure 2: General Setting of Multiple Political Events
At the beginning of the period n, the seller proposes an o↵er Pn . Then, the buyer
immediately either accepts or rejects.10 If the buyer accepts the price at period n, the
game ends with the outcome; the seller gets n 1 Pn , while the buyer gets n 1 (v Pn ),
where ⌘ e
is a periodic discount factor and is a common instantaneous discount
rate.
I incorporate multiple D political events at period nd (D is countably-finite and d is
the order of political events with d = 1, 2, · · · , D). A conditional public breakdown risk
↵d is assigned at the end of the period nd . (Figure 3) Assume that nd is known to both.
This is motivated by my focus on influential political events, which is openly scheduled
before. This implies that if the proposal is rejected at period n = nd , the bargaining
ends with a probability ↵d , while it is extended to period n = nd + 1 with a probability
1 ↵d .11 To make the presentation easier, I will omit the subscript d when D = 1.

2.2

Equilibrium

Then, what follows is a straightforward application of the canonical bargaining with incomplete information. (See Sobel and Takahashi (1983), Fudenberg, Levine and Tirole
(1985) for theoretical foundation) Let [0, Kn ) be a posterior valuation at period n, and
both players know Kn at period n. In equilibrium, the seller turns out to choose Pn only
based on Kn , regardless of the history of prices {P1 , · · · , Pn 1 }. Then, I define their
value functions to help describe their problems.

cn respectively) is reDefinition 1. The seller’s (or the buyer’s) value function Vbn (or W
cursively defined as follows:
F (Kn ) F (Cn )
F (Cn )
Vbn = max(
)Pn +
✓n Vd
n+1
Pn
F (Kn )
F (Kn )
10

They are allowed to take mixed strategies, but this does not change the argument, because the
buyer’s mixed strategy is rationalizable only when the private value is equal to the cuto↵.
11

The finite-horizon example in the introduction is nested in this framework when ↵d < 1 (n 6= D)
and ↵D = 1.
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cn = max F (Kn ) F (Cn ) {E(v | Cn  v < Kn )
W
Cn
F (Kn )

where ✓n = 1

Pn } +

F (Cn )
[
✓n W
n+1
F (Kn )

↵d (n = nd ), ✓n = 1 (n 6= nd ) for d = 1, 2, · · · , D.

cn is defined as
The definition of Vbn directly represents the seller’s problem. Also, W
the seller’s expectation of the buyer’s continuation value at the beginning of period n.
c0 corresponds to the ex-ante payo↵ of the buyer before the private value v is
Hence, W
realized. ✓n is an event shock attached to a discount factor .
Following the earlier literature, the buyer turns out to follow this specific form of
cuto↵ strategy: given Kn and Pn , the buyer calculates his cuto↵ value Cn , which satisfies
the necessary condition for optimality:12
C n Pn
| {z }

payo↵ of agreement today

=

✓n (Cn Pn+1 )
|
{z
}

.

(1)

payo↵ of agreement tomorrow

In words, the marginal buyer with his value v = Cn is indi↵erent between buying today
or tomorrow. Note that Cn depends only on the current o↵ered price Pn , regardless of
the history of prices; i.e., {P0 , · · · , Pn 1 }. Then, at period n, the buyer accepts Pn if
v Cn , and rejects if v < Cn . Immediately from this cuto↵ strategy,
Cn = Kn+1 (8n = 1, 2, 3 · · · )
holds: today’s cuto↵ is tomorrow’s upper bound value of the buyer. Lastly, an equilibrium is defined as a standard perfect Baysian form.

Definition 2. A pair of strategies {(Pn , Cn )} constitutes a perfect Bayesian equilibrium
of the game if they are mutual best responses after every history of the game.

2.3

Dynamic Schedules

I consider the infinite horizon framework. In principle, one cannot solve backward in
the infinite-horizon model. In fact, when D is finite, backward induction is applicable;
The key observation is that after the D th event, the subgame is nothing but the normal
infinite-horizon bargaining. Fixed points of the stationary subgame dynamics characterize
12

Note that Cn is a function of Pn , not of v. Also, this necessary condition turns out to be sufficient
because of the skimming property. (i.e., the higher types trade earlier than the lower types). One can
check that the di↵erence between both sides is monotonic in Cn .
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both players’ equilibrium behaviors, independently of ↵d . (See Online Appendix) Setting
this fixed point as a degenerated terminal node, one can solve backwards. I proceed to
solve the equilibrium in an inductive way. Given the state variable {Kn } at period n, the
equilibrium path of {(Pn , Cn )} (n = 1, 2, 3 · · · ) is sequentially characterized as follows:
Pn = An Kn and Cn =

Pn
Xn

(2)

Note that both Pn and Cn are linear in Kn . One benefit of F (v) = v is that {An }
Pn
and {Xn } are recursively characterized by the following di↵erence equations. An =
Kn
is a price-supremum value ratio, capturing the seller’s aggressiveness toward pricing. In
Pn
contrast, Xn =
is a price-cuto↵ ratio, reflecting the buyer’s defensiveness for purchase
Cn
decision.
An = (

Xn
( + 1)Xn

1

✓n An+1

) Xn (n = 1, · · · , n⇤D ), An = A⇤ (n

n⇤D + 1),

(3)

where
Xn = 1 ✓n (1 An+1 ) (n = 1, · · · , n⇤D 1), Xn⇤D = 1 (1 ↵D ) (1 A⇤ ), Xn = X ⇤ (n
13

n⇤D +1),
(4)

and
↵d (n = nd ), 1 (n 6= nd ).

✓n = 1

(7)

for all d = 1, 2, · · · , D.14
Now, we are ready to deliver an equilibrium characterization for discrete periods
n = 1, 2, 3, · · · and finite D 1.
Proposition 1. A unique Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium path of {(Pn , Cn )} is characterized by (2)⇠(6).
Finally, by straightforward induction, value functions of both players are pinned down.

13

A⇤ is a fixed-point aggressiveness for the seller in the subgame after Dth event such that
A⇤ = (

and

X⇤
( + 1)X ⇤

X⇤ = 1

(1

14

1

A⇤

) X ⇤,

A⇤ ).

(5)

(6)

From the point of general discounting, varying ↵d is mathematically equivalent to attaching a periodic
discount factor shock 1 ↵d at n = nd ; the discount factor is essentially (1 ↵d ) .
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Corollary 1. [Value functions]
cn respectively) is characterized
The seller’s (or the buyer’s) value function Vbn (or W
as follows, using a sequence of constants {An } and {Bn }:15
Vbn =

+1

Pn =

+1

cn = Bn Kn .
An Kn , W

Analogously as prices and cuto↵s, the value functions of both the seller and the
buyer are also linear in the state variable Kn , which is major technical benefit from the
cumulative value distribution F (v) = v . Even if ↵d > 0, the seller’s value function Vbn
is always exactly Pn multiplied by
and it doesn’t explicitly depend on ↵d because
+1
Pn absorbs all the variations of ↵d .

2.4

Compromises and Ripo↵s

While intuitions and computations are directly linked to discrete-period models, many
results are stated in continuous time due to analytical tractability. In a discrete-period
specification, the price drop is hard to define because the price is recorded with a dot.
To rigorously characterize the price drop, I extend the framework in the continuous time
limit as ! 0. 16 To discuss the continuous time specification, I translate discrete pecn for n = 1, 2, · · · , N into pt, ct , kt, at , xt , Vt , Wt
riod notations Pn, Cn , Kn, An , Xn , Vbn , W
respectively for all t 2 [0, T ]. (See the detailed construction in Online Appendix) Most
of the results do not hinge on discrete-period versus continuous-time specifications.
When the seller’s commitment power decays (i.e.,
! 0), the bargaining cannot
be immune from the long-known Coase conjecture (Coase (1972), later established in
Gul, Sonnenschein and Wilson (1986)); the monopolist loses the entire bargaining power,
and the bargaining degenerates to no delay with probability 1. Many features have been
proposed to this cornerstone result: Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2010) by arrival of new traders;
Board and Pycia (2014) by outside options. In this study, I show that a political event
generates a delay. This observation is formalized as follows.
Corollary 2. [Failure of the Coase conjecture]
Consider !0 and D is finite. If ↵d > 0 for some d, then the expected delay for
trade is strictly positive.

15
16

The precise derivation of {Bn } is in Online Appendix.

Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2013) consider the continuous time limit of the normal finite-horizon bargaining
and derive a cuto↵ drop at the deadline. Yet they do not derive the price drop.
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Figure 3: Negotiation Dynamics in Equilibrium
Note: The predicted paths of the players in the continuous-time model. A political event (or the national
referendum) is scheduled at t = t⇤ while the final deadline is set at t = T . At t = t⇤ , the negotiation
might end with probability ↵, but continue with probability 1 ↵.

The paradoxical beauty of the Coase conjecture is that when the time horizon is
bounded (or finite-horizon), the bargaining is delayed. In contrast, when the time horizon is unbounded (or infinite-horizon), the bargaining has no delay. As stated in the
introduction, the key observation is that the final political event plays a role as a deadline: if the bargaining reaches the last event (i.e.; t = t⇤D ), the sub-game is nothing
but the normal infinite-horizon bargaining. Then, the Coasian dynamics degenerates the
bargaining just after the final event. Thus, both players solve backward from the final
political event, consequently evading the Coase conjecture. Put di↵erently, when D is
finite17 , the Coasian dynamics in the sub-game helps the Coase conjecture fail in the
entire game.
Given that the bargaining has a delay, how do both players dynamically behave before
and after the political event? The following pair of results is continuous-time formalization
of Figure 2, and described in Figure 4.
Lemma 1.

[Deadline e↵ect]

When
! 0, ct is continuous at t 2 [0, t⇤d ] and t 2 (t⇤d , t⇤d+1 ] for all d = 1, · · · , D 1,
t 2 (t⇤D , T ], but ct discontinuously drops at t = t⇤d . The cuto↵ drop at t = t⇤d is strictly
increasing in ↵d .

17

What happens when D ! 1? Unfortunately, the discrete-time environment is intractable, except
when the event is scheduled in a perfectly recursive way with equal intervals and same risks, such that
t⇤d = ⌧ d where ⌧ = 1, 2, · · · and ↵d = ↵ for all d. In the continuous-time environment, I conjecture that
the Coasian degeneration is inevitable.
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Lemma 1. argues that the cuto↵ schedule is discontinuous at each political event. While
there is an instantaneous flow of trade at t 2 [0, t⇤d ], t 2 (t⇤d , t⇤d+1 ], and t 2 (t⇤D , T ], a mass
of trade occurs at t = t⇤d . This is very intuitive: when the buyer faces the political event,
he responds by dropping the cuto↵ sharply. This is a stochastic analog of the deadline
e↵ect. (Roth, Murnighan and Schoumaker (1988)). The final political event performs as
a quasi-deadline to enable sellers to make quasi-ultimatum o↵ers. Then, Lemma 1 leads
immediately to the first main result of this paper.
Proposition 2. [Compromise after the Political Event]
When ! 0, pt is continuous at t 2 [0, t⇤d ] and t 2 (t⇤d , t⇤d+1 ] for all d = 1, · · · , D 1,
t 2 (t⇤D , T ], but pt discontinuously drops at t = t⇤d . The price drop at t = t⇤d is strictly
increasing in ↵d .
Proposition 2 states that the price schedule also drops at each political event. In fact, this
is a direct consequence to the deadline e↵ect (in Lemma 1): if the bargaining survives the
political event, the buyer’s value must be substantially low, because the buyer’s cuto↵
must have dropped before the event. In other words, keeping rejection at the political
event is a powerful signal that the buyer is not eager to buy the good. As a result, she
has to sharply discount the price for the buyer’s low willingness to pay. A political event
is a sharp screening of private value of the buyer.
The size of the deadline e↵ect is pinned down by closed form with primitives , ,
↵, T and t⇤ and is ready for experimental investigation.18 It is straightforward to show
that the more highly skewed the buyer’s valuation is (large ), more likely he is to trade
earlier, and the larger the cuto↵ drop is. As a result, the price drop becomes larger.
Moreover, one can check that the increase of the political risk (large ↵) also increases the
price drop. The riskier the event is, the rejection at the event exhibits a stronger signal
of lower willingness to pay and, hence, the larger the price drop is.
These two drops are characteristic in my specification with political events: in a
normal finite-horizon bargaining (such as Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2013)), only the cuto↵ schedule drops at the deadline, while the price drop never occurs. However, in my
political-event specification, thus not only the cuto↵ drops, but the price also drops as a
reaction.19
In the context of the 2015 Greek debt renegotiation, what does the model speak about
the Greece’s compromise? I view that a price drop in my model provides one insight: the
18

The value distribution of F (v) = v enables us to calculate the closed-form drops. However, I
conjecture that two statements hold regardless of atomless full-support distributions.
19

If breakdown comes with a Poisson arrival rate (as in Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2010)), the price never
drops.
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referendum has strengthened Greece’s position before the referendum, but after the referendum, it dampened their negotiation power. Because the creditors, especially Germany
kept silent20 , after the referendum, the creditors’ private value for agreement turns out
to be very low, suggesting that the creditors were not scared of the breakdown. Hence,
the Greece had to cut their proposal, and thus the renegotiation ended with agreement
relatively quickly after the referendum. In sum, the mechanism of the compromise was
simple: the Troika’s private valuation for the austerity agreement turned out to be significantly lower after the referendum, Greece had to o↵er the lower proposal.
The Economist suggested a consistent view on the compromise: “the more compelling
reason is that the Greeks have realised they cannot have their cake and eat it. (omitted)
once it became clear that the euro zone creditors were in no mood to negotiate, Greek
parliamentarians (and, it would seem, many Oxi (No) voters) did not need long to determine that a Grexit would be more catastrophic than more austerity. “At least we had a
go,” seems to be a common attitude.” (The Economist, July 12, 2015)

3

Efficiency Impact of Political Risk

Founded on the analysis of equilibrium strategies in the previous section, a natural economic question is how the total efficiency responds with political risk. In this section, I
examine the efficiency e↵ect of political risk by analytically deriving the efficiency.
I start by stating the second main result of this paper.

3.1

Efficiency of the Bargaining

b . The gains from trade
To examine the gains from trade, first I define the welfare index U
b ⌘ Vb0 + W
c0 .
are defined as the sum of both players’ expected payo↵s at time 0 such that U
Proposition 3. [Political Risk and the Gains from Trade]
Let
! 0. Choose any d 6= D and let ↵d vary. Then, there exists ↵d⇤ 2 (0, 1) that
uniquely maximizes U . Specifically,

↵d⇤ =

(limt#t⇤d at )2
(limt#t⇤d at 1)(limt#t⇤d at

1

)

holds.
20

BBC reports that when Greek Prime Minister Tsipras requested a bailout on June 30, German
Chancellor Merkel was quick to say: “Before a referendum, as planned, is carried out, we won’t negotiate
on anything new at all.” (BBC, July 1, 2015)
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Figure 4: Total Efficiency Surplus Curve with respect to Political Risk
Note: The gain from trade is simulated by the discrete period model with N = 6 and = 0.98. A
political event is set after n⇤ = 3. Using the base specification, I simulate that a 1% increase of ↵1 from
b = 0.3861.
↵1 = 0. Now, N (= n⇤2 ) = 6 and n⇤1 = 3. For simplicity, = 1 and = 0.98. When ↵d = 0, U
b
When ↵1 = 0.01(= 1%), U = 0.3870. This implies that when ↵1 increases to 1% from 0%, the welfare
increases 0.24%.

This is the direct consequence of Proposition 2. This Proposition implies a counterintuitive statement: political risk may enhance the efficiency of negotiations. The
mechanism of this inverted-U curve is as follows: if the breakdown risk becomes larger,
two potential forces are at work. The first e↵ect is that as the event becomes riskier, the
breakdown loss will increase. The second e↵ect is that as the negotiation gets shorter,
and the negotiation is not likely to reach the event. Therefore, the breakdown loss will
decrease. Whether the breakdown loss increases or not depends on the relative sizes of
the two competing forces. In fact, I show that as the seller’s commitment declines (or
! 0), the breakdown loss declines in small breakdown risk, but increases in large
breakdown risk. Although the referendum was intended for self-serving to strengthen
the Greek position, the Greek government might have unintentionally contributed to the
efficiency in the negotiation.
b with respect to ↵d (d < D) in my base specification.
To see this, I di↵erentiate U
Suppose that there has been no risk at n = nd (d < D), but now the event at n = nd
becomes risky. The welfare elasticity with breakdown risk ↵D is21
21

Recall that
b⌘
U

+1

(1

13

A1
).
+1

b /U
b
dU
| ↵d =
d↵d
=

dA1 1
|
b ↵d
( + 1)2 d↵d U
n⇤d 1

Y dA1 dAn⇤ 1
d
| > 0.
b ↵d
( + 1)2 k=1 dAk+1 d↵d U

This means that when both players recognize an infinitesimal breakdown risk at n = nd ,
the welfare will be, perhaps unexpectedly, improved. Alternately, suppose that the fixed
deadline is set at n = nd (↵d = 1, d < D), but then it becomes slightly possible that the
deadline might be extended. One can check that the welfare elasticity (say, from 100%
to 99%) is ✏(↵D = 1) < 0. This implies that when both players believe that the fixed
deadline at n = nd is marginally less credible (i.e., the bargaining might not end), the
welfare will be increasing (not decreasing—mind the derivative sign).

3.2

Compromise E↵ect vs. Ripo↵ E↵ect

In this section, I analyze the impact of the political event on negotiation power of both
parties, captured by ex-ante surplus division. 22 Although the maximization problems
of both players are linear in ↵d , payo↵s are non-monotonic with respect to ↵d .23 Then,
what generates the non-monotonicity?
To describe the mechanism, consider the discrete-time version. Because both players’
problems are symmetric dynamic optimization (shown in Definition 1), I focus on the
monopolist. I will return to the payo↵ relationship between two players shortly. The
key mechanism of the non-monotonic payo↵ curves is driven by the two-fold e↵ect of the
political risk. On one hand, increasing ↵d makes the buyer defensive and lower his cuto↵.
Expecting the buyer’s compromise, the seller exploits him by increasing the price. This
strategic substitution is consistent with the conventional story that a shorter bargaining
horizon is better-o↵ for the seller. I call this indirect channel the ripo↵ e↵ect, because
the seller exploits the buyer’s fear. On the other hand, increasing ↵d makes the seller
defensive, because she also has to face the risk of an imminent breakdown. Thus, the
seller runs a sales by lowering her price. I name this direct channel the compromise e↵ect.
Formally, I define the two competing e↵ects of the political event at t = t⇤d as follows.
Definition 3. [Compromise E↵ect and Ripo↵ E↵ect]
Recall that at⇤d is the seller’s aggressiveness at t = t⇤d , and xt⇤d is the buyer’s defensiveness
at t = t⇤d . Di↵erentiating at⇤d with respect to ↵d yields
22

Note that limt#t⇤d at doesn’t rely on ↵d⇤ , but only on ,

23

and t⇤d .

The classic Stakerberg game involves a similar characteristic. Both the first mover’s and second
mover’s best-response functions are linear; yet productions of both players are interiorly maximized.
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Figure 5: Ripo↵ E↵ect versus Compromise E↵ect
Note: The sizes of ripo↵ e↵ect and sales e↵ect are simulated in response to political risk, using the
discrete period model with N = 5. A political event is set after n⇤ = 2. Patience of both players as
= 0.98 (high) and = 0.7(low).

dat⇤d (xt⇤d , ↵d )
dat⇤d dxt⇤d
=
+
d↵d
dxt⇤d d↵d
| {z }
ripo↵ e↵ect

@at⇤d
@↵d
|{z}

.

compromise e↵ect

The impact of the political event is characterized by the seller’s aggressiveness at the
event. Formally, since at⇤d is a function of both xt⇤d and ↵d , and xt⇤d is also a function of
↵d , the net e↵ect of ↵d on at⇤d is decomposed into two channels. For the indirect channel,
dat⇤d
the ripo↵ e↵ect is a product of
capturing the seller’s strategic substitution to the
dxt⇤d
dxt⇤d
buyer and
representing the e↵ect of ↵d to the buyer’s cuto↵. For the direct channel,
d↵d
the sales e↵ect is partial derivative of the political risk ↵d .
By quantitively decomposing the e↵ect of ↵d , one can observe that at the small ↵d ,
the sales e↵ect outweighs the ripo↵ e↵ect, making the pricing decision more defensive.
In contrast, at the large ↵d , the later dominates the former, making the seller better o↵.
In general, the relative size of the two e↵ects with respect to ↵d⇤ is established in the
following corollary.
Corollary 3. [Compromise e↵ect vs. Ripo↵ e↵ect]
Let
! 0. There exists ↵d⇤ 2 (0, 1) such that ↵ < ↵d⇤ if and only if the sales e↵ect is
strictly larger than the ripo↵ e↵ect.
To convey the intuition sharply, I revisit both players’ maximization problems. At
the small ↵d , why is the sales e↵ect larger than the ripo↵ e↵ect? The intuition is closely
connected with the discontinuous drops shown in Lemma 1 and Proposition 2. I show
that the cuto↵ drop and the price drop are strictly increasing in ↵d . First, when ↵d is
small, the cuto↵ drop is small. This implies that the cuto↵ Cn⇤d +1 remains high, suggesting
15

F (Cn⇤d )
) remains large. Moreover, when ↵d is small,
F (Kn⇤d )
the price drop is also small. This implies that the after-event price of the seller Pn⇤d +1
remains high, suggesting that the continuation value V[
n⇤d+1 also remains large. Note
that by the envelope Proposition type argument, the marginal opportunity loss is with
F (Cn⇤d )
V[
an infinitesimal increase of
n⇤ . Combining the observations so far, when ↵d
F (Kn⇤d ) d+1
is small, this marginal opportunity loss is also small.24 This is why at small ↵d , the
compromise e↵ect is larger than the ripo↵ e↵ect. In contrast, at a larger ↵d , the reverse
argument holds.
that the probability of rejection (or

4

Laboratory Experiments

By nature, the political risk is hard to assess accurately, and details of most of real
negotiations including debt renegotiations are unavailable. To compensate for the lack of
empirical evidence, I draw on the laboratory experiment specifically designed to fit my
bargaining model. I test a set of testable hypotheses using the average players’ path in
each environment. The instructions and some handouts distributed at the experiments
in Online Appendix.

4.1

Setup

The simplified version of a seller - buyer trade framework is operationalized in a computer
laboratory. A seller intends to sell some object to a buyer with some private value. The
negotiation takes place in a sequence of 6 periods (n = 1, · · · , 6). If the negotiation
expires in period 6, both get 0 points. If period 3 passes, the negotiation is subject to
random breakdown with probability ↵, ranging from 0% to 100%. If breakdown occurs,
both get 0 points. Once they survive the breakdown risk, no random breakdown occurs
anymore. Before each negotiation, both of players know what the probability is. (See
Figure 6)
Each day, I run multiple sessions, each of which consists of 6 negotiations with di↵erent
environments. Both players completely know the environment when each negotiation
starts. The half of the participants of each day are randomly assigned to Group A while
the others are to Group B. The group affiliation doesn’t change throughout the day. In
the half of the sessions, players in Group A are sellers, and those in Group B are buyers in
the other sessions. To wipe out learning with the same partner, participants are informed
24

By the envelope Proposition, it is sufficient to consider the direct impact of ↵d . On the seller’s
F (Cn⇤ )
d \
problem, the marginal e↵ect of ↵d is exactly
Vn⇤ since the problem is linear in ↵d .
F (Kn⇤ )
d
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d+1

that they would be randomly matched with a di↵erent partner across Groups in every
negotiation.

Figure 6: Experiment Setting
Note: The political event is set at n = 3 with breakdown risk ↵.

Before each negotiation starts, the information set of both players consists of the role
(seller or buyer) and the environment h. h is characterized by three primitives of the
game: political risk ↵h , a common discount factor h (capturing patience) and a shape
parameter h for the private value (representing preference distribution).
Based on the history of her prices, the seller o↵ers the new price. In period 1 and after,
the history of prices is shown to her to ensure her perfect memory. Before submitting
the price, she is required to check the payo↵ she earns if the o↵er is accepted to help her
calculate time discounting.
Now after the seller decides her price Pn , the buyer is immediately notified Pn . Instead of a binary choice (accept or reject), the buyer is asked to decide his cuto↵ value (or
minimum value he is willing to accept) Cn . After he submits his cuto↵ Cn , the program
randomly assigns the periodic value vn , instead of assigned one single private value v
before the negotiation starts. One can check that assigning a single v before the negotiation starts and allocating a di↵erent vn in every n period after the buyer chooses Cn are
mathematically equivalent.
In period 0, the program picks up one value v0 from the initial domain [1, 100] based
on the probability distribution specified in the environment. In period n 1, vn is picked
from the range of [1, min{C1 , · · · , Cn 1 }).25 In words, the private value vn is bounded from
above by a minimum of cuto↵s in previous periods.
Then, whether he accepts or rejects is mechanically determined based on the cuto↵
rule: if the assigned value vn is larger than or equal to the cuto↵ (vn
Cn ), he automatically accepts the o↵er Pn . In this case, the seller and the buyer gets n 1 Pn and
n 1
(vn Pn ) respectively. If the assigned value is smaller than to the cuto↵ (vn < Cn ),
25

This comes from the cuto↵ strategy of the buyer, who buys when the value is higher than or equal
to his value. In the model, because a cuto↵ is strictly decreasing over time, min{C1 , · · · , Cn 1 } = Cn 1
holds.
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he rejects the o↵er. When n  4, the negotiation proceeds to the next period. When
n = 5, the negotiation breaks down and both get 0. Restriction is set that the cuto↵ has
to be larger than or equal to the seller’s price. (Cn Pn ) This is to prevent the negative
payo↵ for the buyer.26
The trade-o↵ for the seller is straightforward: the higher Pn at period n indicates that
the buyer will likely to reject, but the surplus she earns is higher if the o↵er is accepted.
From the buyer’s point of view, the higher cuto↵ Cn at period n lowers his chances of
being accepted, but raises his expected payo↵ if accepted and shrinks his value range less
next period.
To test their response to changes of game primitives, di↵erent environments are prepared. Each environment h is characterized by its unique set {↵h , h , h }; Political risk
↵h varies such that ↵h 2 {0.1m} (m = 0, · · · , 10). Private value vn is randomly picked
up from the cumulative distribution function F (v) = v in each period n = 1, · · · , 6 from
integers of [1, min{C0 , · · · , Cn 1 }] for n
1 and from [1, 100] for n = 0. The shape
h
h
parameter
takes
2 {1, 2}, which generates uniformly or upward-biased draw of the
private value. A common discount factor (patience) h takes h 2 {0.98, 0.7}.

4.2

Results

26

If Cn < Pn is possible, the buyer can potentially draw a value vn such that Cn < vn < Pn , in which
case he accepts Pn and his payo↵ n 1 (vn Pn ) is negative.
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5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, I explore how political risk a↵ects the negotiations. I develop a simple
quantitative bargaining model with asymmetric information, embedding a political event
with breakdown risk. I find a sharp compromise of the proposer in response to that of
the opponent. I view that this compromise illuminates a puzzling compromise by Greece
in the 2015 debt renegotiation with the Troika. Next, I quantify the change of the total
gains from trade in response to political risk. A small political risk enhances efficiency
because it shortens the trade, and prevents the future breakdown. To test the predictions
from the model, I design and perform laboratory experiments to compensate for the lack
of the real-world dataset. The results are broadly consistent with my theory.
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A

Model Appendix

Proposition 1
The proof largely follows Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2013), Fudenberg, Levine and Tirole
(1985) and Sobel and Takahashi (1983). Recall that the state variable Kn is the upperbound private value of the buyer who is still negotiating with the seller at period n, and
Kn+1 = Cn (8n 1) holds. {Kn } is calculated as follows.

K1 = 1, K2 = C1 =

A1
An
K1 , · · · , Kn+1 =Cn = Kn , · · ·
X1
Xn

Step 1: Induction under finite horizon
To solve backwards, consider the finite horizon case in which aD = 1 and ↵d 6= 1. The
last period N = n⇤D is the canonical ultimatum o↵er game. Thus,
C N = PN
holds. Then, define
XN ⌘

PN
= 1.
CN

The seller’s problem at period n = N is
KN C N
Vc
PN .
N = max
PN
KN

The F.O.C. yields

PN = AN KN where AN = ( + 1)

1

and the value function for the seller is
Vc
N =

+1

PN .

Next, at any period 1  n < N , the buyer’s cuto↵ Cn has to satisfy
Cn

Pn = ⇡n (Cn

Pn+1 ).

Given that Pn+1 = An+1 Cn , I obtain the cuto↵
Cn =

Pn
where Xn = 1
Xn

2

⇡n (1

An+1 ).

The seller’s problem at period n is
cn = max( Kn Cn )pn + Cn ⇡n Vd
V
n+1 .
Pn
Kn
Kn

By the inductive hypothesis of Vd
n+1 =

+1

Pn = An Kn where An = (

An+1 Cn and Cn =

Pn
,
Xn

Xn
( + 1)Xn

the F.O.C. yields
1

⇡n An+1

) Xn ,

and the value function for the seller is
cn =
V

+1

Pn .

Step 2: Infinite horizon with multiple political events
Then, I relax the assumption ↵D = 1 and, instead, assume that for all d = 1, · · · , D,
0 < ↵d < 1. For the period n
n⇤D + 1, the subgame is the standard infinite-horizon
bargaining. For all periods n n⇤D + 1, the buyer’s cuto↵ satisfies
Cn

Pn = (Cn

Pn+1 ),

where
Pn+1 = An+1 Kn+1 = An+1 Cn ,
and An = A⇤ for all periods n

n⇤D + 1, satisfying

A⇤ = (

X⇤
( + 1)X ⇤

1

A⇤

) X ⇤,

where
X⇤ = 1

(1

Therefore, for all periods n n⇤D + 1, Cn =
An = A⇤ . In Step 1, in the finite horizon,
cn =
V

Pn
Xn

+1

A⇤ ).
and Pn = An Kn , where Xn = X ⇤ and

An Kn

holds. Taking N ! 1, in the infinite-horizon subgame for all periods n
obtain
V\
An⇤ +1 Kn⇤D +1 .
n⇤D +1 =
+1 D
The rest follows inductively as Step 1.k

3

n⇤D + 1, I

Corollary 1 [Value functions]
cn is already pinned down in Proposition 1. the focus is
The seller’s value function V
cn in two steps, as in Proposition 1.
deriving the buyer’s value function W
Precisely, {Bn } is recursively defined by
Bn = {

+1

(1

(

An
)
Xn

+1

)

(1

(

When ↵D = 0 and ↵d > 0 (d = 1, · · · , D
Bn⇤D =

+1

An
An
) )An } + ( )
Xn
Xn

+1

⇡n Bn+1 .

(A.1)

1),
+2
(1 + )
+1

(1

holds.
When ↵d > 0 (d = 1, · · · , D), for all n

1

)

n⇤D + 1,

Bn = B ⇤ ,
where B ⇤ satisfies Bn = Bn+1 = B ⇤ together with An = A⇤ and Xn = X ⇤ in (A.1). I will
show in two steps.
Step 1 [Induction under finite horizon]
Consider the finite-horizon case in which aD = 1 and ↵d 6= 1 (1  d < D). At the last
period N = n⇤D , using CN = PN = AN KN , the buyer’s expected payo↵ is
F (KN ) F (CN )
d
W
(
N =
F (KN )
={

+1

(1

AN+1 )

Z

KN

v
CN

(1

f (v)
dv
F (KN ) F (CN )

PN )

AN )AN }KN .

Then, define
BN ⌘

d
W
N
=
KN

At any period n  N

+1

(1

AN+1 )

(1

AN )AN =

1, using Pn = An Kn and Cn =

+1

{1

An Kn
,
Xn

+2
( + 1)
+1

1

}.

the buyer’s problem is

Z Kn
F
(K
)
F
(C
)
f (v)
F (Cn )
n
n
cn =
W
(
v
dv Pn ) +
⇡n Bn+1 Kn+1
F (Kn )
F (Kn ) F (Cn )
F (Kn )
Cn
An
An
An
An
={
(( ) 1 ( ) +1 ) (1 ( ) )An + ( ) +1 ⇡n Bn+1 }Kn .
+ 1 Xn
Xn
Xn
Xn
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Then, Bn is recursively defined as
cn
W
An
={
(( )
Kn
+ 1 Xn

Bn ⌘

1

(

An
)
Xn

+1

)

(1

(

An
An
) )An } + ( )
Xn
Xn

+1

⇡n Bn+1 . (A.2)

Step 2: [Infinite horizon with multiple political events]
Next, I relax the assumption ↵D = 1 and, instead, assume that for all d = 1, · · · , D,
0 < ↵d < 1. At n
n⇤D + 1, the sub-game is the normal infinite-horizon bargaining.
Using Step 1, for all n n⇤D + 1, taking n ! 1 in (A.2),
Bn = B ⇤ ⌘ {

A⇤
)
+ 1 X⇤

1

((

(

A⇤
)
X⇤

+1

)

(1

(

A⇤
A⇤
⇤
)
)A
}
+
(
)
X⇤
X⇤

+1

B⇤.

The buyer’s problem at n = n⇤D is
d
W
n⇤D =

F (Kn⇤D ) F (Cn⇤D )
(
F (Kn⇤D )

An ⇤
={
(( D )
+ 1 Xn⇤D

1

Z

Kn ⇤

D

v

Cn ⇤

D

An⇤
( D)
Xn⇤D

f (v)
dv
F (Kn⇤D ) F (Cn⇤D )
+1

)

(1

(

Pn⇤D ) +

F (Cn⇤D )
(1
F (Kn⇤D )

An⇤D
An ⇤
) )An⇤D + ( D )
Xn⇤D
Xn⇤D

+1

(1

⇤
↵D
) B ⇤ Kn⇤D +1

⇤
↵D
) B ⇤ }Kn⇤D .

Set
Bn⇤D =

d
W
n⇤D
=
Kn⇤D

An⇤D
)
+ 1 Xn⇤D
((

1

(

An⇤D
)
Xn⇤D

+1

) (1 (

An⇤D
An⇤
) )An⇤D +( D )
Xn⇤D
Xn⇤D

+1

⇤
(1 ↵D
) B⇤.

The rest follows inductively in Step 1.k
Lemma 1 [Deadline E↵ect]
[Proof] Following the Appendix of Fuchs and Skrzypacz (2013), I derive at by the di↵erence equation of {An }:
An = (

Xn
( + 1)Xn

1

⇡n An+1

) Xn , AN = (1 + )

1

.

Construction of notations in continuous time I outline the detailed definition procedure of the continuous-time notations, pt, ct , kt, at , xt by rewriting the notations Pn, Cn , Kn, An , Xn
in discrete periods n = 1, 2, · · · , N . Then, I define Pt ( ), Ct ( ), Kt ( ), At ( ), Xt ( ) in
continuous t 2 [0, T ], so that the bargaining starts at t = 0 and automatically ends
at t = T . The period length is given by
> 0, where it is defined by t = n with
n = 1, 2, · · · , N . Then, I define notations pt, ct , kt, at , xt for all t 2 [0, T ] in the continuous time as follows. Take any t 2 [0, T ]. And let t = n ; n is a non-negative
integer. Define N ⌘ d T e, where dxe is the largest integer that satisfies dxe  x and
5

Figure A.1: Construction of Continuous-Time Notations
1

A(N +1) ( ) = (1 + ) . {At ( )}, {Xt ( )} are uniquely pinned down by the same difference equations in Proposition 1 in discrete-period. I construct the continuous-time
notations as Pt ( nt ), Ct ( nt ), Kt ( nt ), At ( nt ), Xt ( nt ) when n ! 1:
Definition A.1. {pt }, {at }, {kt }, {at }, {xt } are defined for all t 2 [0, T ] as follows.
t
t
t
t
t
pt ⌘ lim Pt ( ), ct ⌘ lim Ct ( ), kt ⌘ lim Kt ( ), at ⌘ lim At ( ), xt ⌘ lim Xt ( )
n!1
n!1
n!1
n!1
n!1
n
n
n
n
n
⇤

For all d = 1, · · · , D 1, if 0  t  t⇤1 , at = e (t1 t) at⇤1 , if t⇤d < t  t⇤d+1 , at =
⇤
e (td+1 t) at⇤d+1 , if t⇤D < t  T , at = e (T t) aT ,
where
xt⇤d
1
at⇤d = (
) xt⇤d
( + 1)xt⇤d
(1 ↵d )limt#t⇤d at
and
xt⇤d = 1

(1

↵d )(1

lim⇤ at ) = ↵d + (1
t#td

↵d ) lim⇤ at
t#td

holds. Next, I characterize kt by inducing a di↵erential equation. By straightforward
algebra,
Kt ( ) = C t

( )=

At

( )Kt ( )
Xt ( )
=
Kt
Xt ( )
2Xt ( )
At ( )

I obtain
Kt ( )

Kt

( )

Kt ( )

Kt

=

Xt
2Xt

( ) + A t ( ) Kt
( )
At ( )

( )

.

Thus, one gets
dkt
dt

⌘ lim

!0

( )

= lim

!0

When 0  t  t⇤1 ,
6

Kt
At ( )

( )

=

at

kt .

( )

dkt
dt

=

(t⇤1 t) a

e

t⇤1

kt

holds. When t⇤d < t  t⇤d+1 ,
dkt
dt

=

(t⇤d+1 t)

e

at⇤d+1

kt

holds. When t⇤D < t  T,
dkt
dt

=

(T t) a

e

kt
T

holds. If kt exists, kt must satisfy these di↵erential equations. Solving these di↵erential
equations given the boundary conditions k0 = 1, limt#t⇤d kt , limt#t⇤D kt , respectively, one
gets:
When 0  t  t⇤1 ,
⇤

kt = k0 exp{
holds. When t⇤d < t  t⇤d+1 (d = 1, · · · , D
kt = lim⇤ kt exp{

e t1
(e
at⇤1

t

1)}

(e

(t t⇤d )

1),

e

(t⇤d+1 t⇤d )

at⇤d+1

t#td

1)}

holds. When t⇤D < t  T,
kt = lim
kt exp{
⇤
t#tD

e

(T t⇤D )

aT

(e

(t t⇤D )

1)}

holds. These imply that in the three domains above, kt is continuous. The cuto↵ drop
at t = t⇤d (d = 1, · · · , D) is
lim⇤ ct
t"td

ct⇤d = kt⇤d

lim⇤ kt = (1
t#td

at⇤d
)kt⇤ .
xt⇤d d

One can check that this is positive if and only if
↵d > 0.
Specifically, the cuto↵ drop at t⇤d is
lim⇤ ct
t"td

↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at
{( + 1)↵d + (1
1
ct⇤d = {1 (
) }exp
( + 1)↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at
{↵d + (1

Note that this is a composite of primitives ↵d ,
7

1

↵d ) limt#t⇤d at } (1
↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }

+1

and limt#t⇤d at , which is determined

e

t⇤d

)

.

by , , t⇤d and T . For instance, when D = 1,
lim⇤ at = (
t#td

1
1
) e
+1

(T t⇤ )

.

It remains to be shown that the size of the drop is increasing in the breakdown risk. The
cuto↵ drop at t⇤d is kt⇤d limt#t⇤d kt . Note that
lim⇤ kt = ct⇤d =
t#td

at⇤d
kt ⇤ .
xt⇤d d

The F.O.C. yields
d limt#t⇤d kt
d(at⇤d /xt⇤d )
=
kt⇤d < 0
d↵d
d↵d
because

d(at⇤d /xt⇤d )
=
d↵d

✓

◆1
(1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at + ↵d
limt#t⇤d at
(1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at + ↵d ( + 1)
<0
↵d ) limt#t⇤d at + ↵d )((1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at + ↵d ( + 1))

((1

holds. Together with the observation that kt⇤d doesn’t depend on ↵d , this implies that the
cuto↵ drop is strictly increasing in ↵d . k
Proposition 2. [Compromise after the Political Event]
Combining the price schedule pt = at kt and Lemma 1, I obtain the price schedule:
When 0  t  t⇤1 ,
⇤
e (t1 t)
⇤
pt = k0 exp{
(e t 1)}e (t1 t) at⇤1
⇤
at 1
holds. When t⇤d < t  t⇤d+1 (d = 1, · · · , D
pt = lim⇤ kt exp{

e

t#td

1),

(t⇤d+1 t)

at⇤d+1

(e

t

1)}e

(t⇤d+1 t)

at⇤d+1

holds. When t⇤D < t  T,
pt = lim
kt exp{
⇤
t#tD

e

(T t)

aT

(e

(T t)

1)}e

(T t)

aT

holds. The discontinuous drop at t = t⇤d is
pt⇤d

lim⇤ pt = at⇤d kt⇤d
t#td

lim⇤ at lim⇤ kt = at⇤d kt⇤d (1
t#td

t#td

8

limt#t⇤d at
)
xt⇤

One can check that this price drop is positive if and only if
↵d > 0.
This implies that when ↵d > 0, the price schedule discontinuously drops at t = t⇤d .
Specifically, the size of the price drop at t⇤d is given by

pt⇤d

lim⇤ pt = (
t#td

↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at
1
) ↵d (1
( + 1)↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at

⇥ exp[

{( + 1)↵d + (1

{↵d + (1

1

↵d ) limt#t⇤d at } (1
↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }

lim⇤ at )
t#td

e

t⇤

+1

)

]>0

Note that this is a composite of primitives ↵d , and limt#t⇤d at , which is determined by
, , t⇤d and T . It remains to be shown that the price drop is increasing in the political
risk.
Proposition A.1. [Political Risk and Compromise]
The price drop at t = t⇤d is strictly increasing in breakdown risk ↵d⇤ .
[Proof] The price drop at t⇤d is pt⇤d limt#t⇤d pt .
lim⇤ pt = lim⇤ at ct⇤d
t#td

Because

dct⇤

t#td

d↵d

< 0 is proved in Proof of Lemma.1,

d limt#t⇤ pt

< 0 holds. The price just after
(limt#t⇤d at )2
the risky event is strictly decreasing in the breakdown risk. Set ↵d⇤ =
.
(1 limt#t⇤d at )(1 +
limt#t⇤d at )
Case (i) When ↵d ↵d⇤ holds.
This is equivalent as
d

d limt#t⇤d pt
d↵d

d

d↵d

0.

(The equality simultaneously holds.) When this holds, it is obvious that the price drop
is strictly increasing in ↵d .
Case (ii) When ↵d < ↵d⇤ holds.
The price drop is

pt⇤d

limt#t⇤d at
)
xt⇤
↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at
1
) ↵d (1
=(
⇤
↵d ( + 1) + limt#td at (1 ↵d )

lim⇤ pt = at⇤d kt⇤d (1
t#td
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lim⇤ at )kt⇤d
t#td

The F.O.C. yields
d(pt⇤d

↵d )2 lim⇤ at + ↵d lim⇤ at ( ↵d ( + 2) +

() (1
When ↵d <
all > 0,

limt#t⇤d pt )
>0
d↵d

t#td

t#td

+ 1) + ↵d2 ( + 1) > 0

(A.3)

+1
, (A.3) holds. Together with ↵d < ↵d⇤ , it is sufficient to show that for
+2
(1

(limt#t⇤d at )2
<
limt#t⇤d at )(1 +
limt#t⇤d at )

+1
.
+2

Whether the bargaining is infinite- or finite-horizon, one can take a constant C such that
1
0 < C  1 and limt#t⇤d at = C(1 + ) .
⇣

( + 1)

1

+1

C2
⌘⇣
1
C ( + 1)

C

The L.H.S. is strictly increasing in C because
1

⇣

1

+1

C( + 1) 2( + 1)
dL.H.S.
= ⇣
⌘2 ⇣
1
dC
C ( + 1) +1
C
holds. Substituting C = 1 and evaluating for all

⇣

( + 1)

1

+1

C2
⌘⇣
1
C ( + 1)

C

⌘<⇣

( + 1)

1

⌘<

+1
.
+2

⌘

C( + 2)
⌘2 > 0
1
( + 1)

> 0, one can show that

+1

1
⌘⇣
1
1 ( + 1)

1

⌘<

1
(e

1)2

<

1
<
2

k
Proposition 3
[Proof] Since V0 =
a0 , I analyze the impact of ↵d on a0 . It is sufficient to analyze
+1
the impact of ↵d on the seller’s aggressiveness at⇤d at the risky event, because at⇤d and a0
are positively intertwined shown in Step 1 below. (i.e.; a0 and at⇤d are minimized by the
same ↵d⇤ .)
[Step 1] For any d 6= D, I show that a0 is strictly increasing in at⇤d . When d = 1,
a0 = e
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t⇤1

at⇤1

(A.4)

+1
.
+2

holds. For every d s.t. 1 < d < D,
at⇤d = lim (1
!0

+ At⇤d + ( ))(

{↵d + (1

=

1
+ At⇤d + ( )
1
)
⇤
( + 1)(1
) + Atd + ( )

↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }

{( + 1)↵d + (1

1+

↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }

1

holds. When ↵d > 0,
1

dat⇤d
{↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }
=
d limt#t⇤d at
{( + 1)↵d + (1 ↵d ) limt#t⇤d at }
holds. For

t⇤d

<t

t⇤d+1

(d = 1, 2, · · · , D
lim⇤ at = e

+1

(1

↵d ){(1

↵d ) lim⇤ at + ↵d (2 + )} > 0
t#td

(A.5)

1),
(t⇤d+1 t⇤d )

t#td

at⇤d+1

(A.6)

holds. Combining (A.4) s(A.6), a0 is strictly increasing in at⇤d .
[Step 2] Di↵erentiate at⇤d with respect to ↵d . The F.O.C. yields

↵d⇤

(limt#t⇤d at )2
= arg min a =
(limt#t⇤d at 1)(limt#t⇤d at
t⇤d

1

)

.

Because the S.O.C. shows
d2 at⇤d
= (lim⇤ at )2 (1 + ){(1
t#td
d↵d2

↵d ) lim⇤ at + ↵d }
t#td

1

{(1

↵d ) lim⇤ at + ↵d (1 + )}
t#td

1 2

> 0,

↵d⇤ is the unique minimizer. I finally show that ↵d⇤ is an interior minimizer such that
1+
0 < ↵d⇤ <1. By some algebra, ↵d⇤ < 1 if and only if limt#t⇤d at <
. Now, I evaluate
2+
1+
1
limt#t⇤d at < AT = (1 + ) <
. One can check that this holds for all > 0.
2+
k
Corollary 3. [Compromise e↵ect versus Ripo↵ e↵ect]
[Proof] By some algebra, one gets
dat⇤d
xt⇤d
= (1 + )↵d
dxt⇤d
{limt#t⇤d at + ↵d (1 +
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limt#t⇤d at )}

1+

and

dxt⇤d
=1
d↵d

lim⇤ at .
t#td

The ripo↵ e↵ect is
dat⇤d dxt⇤d
= (1 + )↵d (1
dxt⇤d d↵d

lim⇤ at )
t#td

xt⇤d
{limt#t⇤d at + ↵d (1 +

limt#t⇤d at )}

1+

.

The compromise e↵ect is
@at⇤d
= lim⇤ at (lim⇤ at (↵d
t#td
t#td
@↵d

1)

↵d )

xt⇤d
{limt#t⇤d at + ↵d (1 +

limt#t⇤d at )}

1+

.

Summing up, the net impact of the risky event to the seller’s aggressiveness at the event
is
xt⇤d
{limt#t⇤d at + ↵d (1 +

limt#t⇤d at )}

1+

{(lim⇤ at )2 (↵d
t#td

1) + ↵d {1 +

lim⇤ at (2 + )}}.
t#td

This is strictly positive if and only if
↵d >

(limt#t⇤d at )2
(limt#t⇤d at 1)(limt#t⇤d at

1

)

= ↵d⇤ .

k

B
B.1

Laboratory Experiment
Experiment Scheme

As a principal investigator, I passed IRB (Institutional Review Board) exam and permission from the IRB in the university. I recruited participants via the recruitment system
of Missouri Social Science Experimental Laboratory (MISSEL) in Washington University
in St. Louis. Every member in the university are eligible for the entry in the candidate
pool, and apply for the experiments by a recruitment message from the system. All the
participants included in analysis are students in Washington University. A participant is
allowed to join the experiment only once. The laboratory is solely designed for laboratory
experiments in social science: each desk is partitioned for privacy and each participant is
identified with their ID number posted at each desk. All their actions and results of the
negotiations are aggregated in the central host computer.
To incentivize the performance of the game, I provide an outcome-based compensation. At the beginning of the experiment, a conversion rate between points and real
dollars is designed so that a participant can earn a decent revenue in expectation. After
12

all the sessions are over, money they had earned was paid one by one.
The experiments proceeded as follows. First, participants joined a workshop to understand the rule of the game. Then, they had a small practice session, which doesn’t
a↵ect the scores. Every participant played as a seller and a buyer, and research assistants
(hereafter RAs) tutored for help. Then, they worked on small comprehension quizzes for
their perfect understanding. After quizzes, participants discussed with RAs for their
answers. After negotiations start, to help their dynamically consistent decision making,
every player is asked to record their actions and results of each negotiation in a sheet of
papers.1
One operational problem is potential delay for completing all the sessions scheduled
in a day. To synchronize the random matching in every negotiation, a delay of one
negotiation a↵ects the whole negotiation. To exclude the serious delay, I introduce time
limit for decision making in every period. The time restriction is 30 seconds at each
period in the first half, while 15 seconds in the second half. The time left is shown on
the screen. If the time runs out, both players get 0 points.2
In some days, at most one RA is assigned as each Group member. These actions of
two sta↵’s are trained to play theoretically-derived best-responses to test whether their
game-theoretic behavior actually increases their ex-post payo↵. Participants are notified
that RAs join in an experiment, but they (including RA) cannot identify their partner
in the other Group is RA or not on the computer screen. RAs were provided a sheet of
best-response in every environment. They had been trained to enter an best-responses in
a limited time. On the period n at each environment h, RAs just follow a designed price
schedules Pnh when they play as sellers, and calculate their cuto↵s dividing o↵ered prices
by a sequences of Xnh using electronic calculators, when they play as buyers.
The experiments was run in the following schedule.
• DAY1 (April 1, 2016)
8 participants joined. 3 sessions were held. In the last session, one student left and
an RA played instead.
• DAY2 (April 8, 2016)
16 participants joined. In Session 6-8, one student left.
• DAY3 (April 15, 2016)
15 participants joined. 1 participant didn’t take an exam before the experiment,
1

In most of negotiations, they wait for the last group to finish. During this waiting time, they are
encouraged to reflect on their past decisions by recording each action.
2
If they enter some figure, but did’t submit the figure, I count this figures. Practically, the time
restriction is not so severe because most of the participants get used to the rule after they play one or
two sessions and need much less time for thinking. In fact, there very few cases of time runouts.
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so was omitted from the analysis. In Session 5, two left, and 14 players played. In
Session 6-7, another three 11 participants and an RA played in one computer.
• DAY4 (May 6, 2016)
13 participants joined.
• Day 5 (October 7, 2016)
18 participants joined.

B.2

Cleaning Data

Some data is missing for three reasons: First, some players cannot choose their actions
due to time runout. Second, some participants left earlier.3 In that case, an RA filled in.
Third, the system unexpectedly crashed. All of these observations were excluded from
the analysis.
Because the initial price a↵ects the whole sequence of the average path (explained
later), I exclude top/bottom 10% outliers for P0h in every environment h.
As shown in Hypothesis.1 later, the seller sometimes increases their prices. The
increasing price is problematic for estimating Ahn in the procedure (in the next section)
because this might induce a negatively/positively large Ain beyond the range of [0, 1] and
potentially bias the estimation.4 To address this concern, I manipulate a sequence of
prices as non-decreasing way. If the seller increased the price and this is the last price
she o↵ers, I put this last price as the same as the second last price. If the seller increased
the price then decreased after that, I linearly interpolated the sequence of prices. For
P hi +P hi
hi
hi
hi
hi
example, if Pm+2
 Pmhi  Pm+1
, I modify Pm+1
using Pm+1
= m 2 m+2 . Likewise, if
hi
hi
Pm+3
Pm
and
3
P4hi . As I show

hi
hi
hi
hi
hi
hi
Pm+3
< Pmhi  Pm+1
 Pm+2
, I modify Pm+1
and Pm+2
using Pm+1
= Pmhi +
P hi

P hi

m
m+3
hi
hi
Pm+2
= Pm+3
and so on. If P4hi  P5hi , I modify P5hi as P5hi =
3
in Hypothesis.1, it turns out that non-decreasing variations of prices are negligible in the
whole sample.

B.3

Recovering the Average Paths

I construct a path of “average” sellers and buyers in each environment in the following
steps:
3
4

In the IRB regulation, participants are always allowed to leave any time during the experiments.
)Pn
In fact, An  1 () P(1
Pn holds.
Pn  1 () Pn 1
n 1
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Step 1: Compute the average data-based prices/cuto↵s
First of all, I calculate the average price/cuto↵ paths Pnh and Cnh to see the average paths.
h

Pnh =

hi
⌃i=N
i=1 Pn
Nh

and

h

⌃i=N C hi
= i=1 h n
N
Although these data-based price and cuto↵ paths abstract from the real dynamic
strategic interaction, they show “reasonable” values for prices and cuto↵s.
Cnh

Step 2: Compute the average aggressiveness of sellers
To accurately recover the behaviors of average players, I employ my model. Suppose
there’re N h pairs with period n = 1, · · · , 6 and a pair number i = 1, · · · , N h .
As long as the price data is available, I estimate the seller’s aggressiveness Ahi
n by a
i
i
5
structurally implied link between Pn 1 and Pn 1 from my model. When n
1, if the
players follow my model,
hi
hi
hi hi
Pn+1
= Kn+1
Ahi
n+1 = Cn An+1 =

holds, where ✓nh = 1

Pnhi hi
A
=
Xnhi n+1 1

Pnhi
Ahi
n+1
✓nh h (1 Ahi
)
n+1

↵dh (n = 3), ✓nh = 1 (n 6= 3) is an event shock. Therefore, I obtain
Ahi
n+1

hi
Pn+1
(1 ✓nh h )
= hi
(n
hi
Pn
✓nh h Pn+1

Ahi
0 is estimated as
Ahi
0 =

1).

P0hi
P0hi
=
.
100
K0hi

h
Using these sequences of {Ahi
n } for all n = 1, · · · , 6 and i = 1, · · · , N , after excluding
ch in each
10% top/bottom outliers of Ahi
1), I compute the average aggressiveness A
n (n
n
environment h,
h

5

i=N
hi
ch = ⌃i=1 An (n
A
n
Nh

1).

When initial prices are dropped as outliers in data cleaning and Ahi
0 cannot be calculated, I skip it.
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Step 3: Compute the average defensiveness of buyers
I estimate a price-cuto↵ ratio Xnhi by simply dividing prices by cuto↵s. Analogous to the
definition XX, I directly estimate a sequence of Xnhi as
Xnhi =

Pnhi
Cnhi

I focus on the buyers’ reactions in which a partners’ price is “reasonable”. To
see this, when calculating the Xnhi , I use the dataset of the pair i where P0hi satisfies
P0hi Pnh  20. This is because the buyer’s Cnhi is bounded from below by by the partner seller’s price Pnhi . If the price of the partnered seller is too high(or low), it is possible
that Xnhi can be biased to high (or low), accordingly.
Using these sequences of {Xnhi } for all n = 1, · · · , 6 and i = 1, · · · , N h , after excluding
ch for all
10% top/bottom outliers of Xnhi (n 0), I calculate an average defensiveness X
n
pairs i in each environment h as follows:
h

i=N
hi
ch = ⌃i=1 Xn (n
X
n
Nh

0).

Step 4: Recover the average prices and cuto↵s of players
To compare the theoretical prediction and the average players, I construct a hypothetical
path of Pnh and Cnh supposing that the other negotiator plays theoretically. By do this,
I isolate the e↵ect of the other players to independently measure the seller’s (or buyer’s)
behavior in the laboratory.
I use di↵erence equations in each environment h as follows. Let theoretical aggresh⇤
siveness of sellers and defensiveness of buyers be Ah⇤
n and Xn .
ch , we
Experiment seller vs. theoretical buyer: when deriving a experiment seller’s price P
n
c
c
c
h⇤
h
h
h h
h
use a theoretical buyer’s Xn . By definition, K0 ⌘ 1. For n = 0, P0 = A0 K0 = A0 and
ch
fh = P0 holds. For n = 1, · · · , 5, by using P
ch = A
ch K
fh
a theoretical buyer’s cuto↵ C
0
n
n n =
h⇤
X0
c
h
Pn
]
h
ch C
fh
ch and C
fh .
A
, I derive all sequences of P
n n 1 and Cn =
n
n
Xnh⇤
ch , we use a theoretical seller’s
Theoretical seller vs. experiment buyer: when deriving C
n
fh = Ah⇤ K h = 100Ah⇤ and an
Ah⇤
.
Analogously,
for
n
=
0,
a
theoretical
seller’s
price
P
0
n
o
0
o
f
h
ch = P0 holds. For n = 1, · · · , 5, by using P
fh = Ah⇤ K
ch =
experiment buyer’s cuto↵ C
0
0
n
n
c
h
X0
fh
[
h
ch = P0 , I derive all sequences of P
fh and C
ch .
Ah⇤
C
and
C
n 1
n
n
n
n
c
h
X0
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B.4

Quantifying the Efficiency Loss

Consider the general infinite-horizon case with D = 2. (The case of D > 3 is analogously
calculated.) The political events are set at n⇤1 and n⇤2 such that n⇤1 > n⇤2 . When ↵2 = 1,
the bargaining corresponds to the finite horizon.
d = n⇤ ) as the expected breakdown loss at n = n⇤ (d = 1, · · · , D) in
I denote BL(n
d
d
discrete periods.
Z

d = n⇤1 ) = Pr(v < Cn⇤ )↵1
BL(n
1

Cn ⇤
1

v

0

d = n⇤2 ) = Pr(v < CN )(1 ↵1 )↵2
BL(n

Z

f (v)
↵1
↵1
dv =
Cn2⇤1 +1 =
C ⇤+1
F (Cn⇤1 )
( + 1)F (Cn⇤1 )
+ 1 n1
CN

v
0

f (v)
(1 ↵1 )↵2
(1
dv =
CN2 +1 =
F (CN )
( + 1)F (CN )

↵1 )↵2
CN+1
+1

d
I denote DL(n)
as the expected discounting loss at n in discrete periods. By the construction of the bargaining,
⇤

d n
DL(1
=

n⇤1 )

=

n1
X

m 1

(1

m=1
n⇤1

X

+ 1 m=2

m 1

(1

) Pr(Cm  v < Cm 1 )

)(Cm+11

Z

Cm

1

v
Cm

F (Cm

Cm+1 ),

⇤

n2
X

d ⇤ + 1  n  n⇤ ) =
DL(n
1
2
= (1

↵1 )

(1

m 1

↵1 )(1

m=n⇤ +1

) Pr(Cm  v < Cm 1 )

⇤

n2
X

+ 1 m=n⇤ +1

(1

f (v)
dv
F (Cm )
1)

m 1

)(Cm+11

↵2 )(1

m 1

Z

Cm

1

v
Cm

F (Cm

f (v)
dv
F (Cm )
1)

Cm+1 )

and

d
DL(n

n⇤2

+ 1) =

1
X

(1

↵1 )(1

m=n⇤2 +1

=(1

↵1 )(1

↵2 )

1
X

+ 1 m=n⇤ +1

(1

k 1

2

holds. The size of the pie is
E(v) =
Now, recall that
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) Pr(Cm  v < Cm 1 )

+1

.

)(Cm+11

Cm+1 )

Z

Cm

1

v
Cm

F (Cm

f (v)
dv
F (Cm )
1)

c1 =
W

and

Vb1 =
+1

+1

A1
+2
A1 )
+1

(1

b ⌘ Vb1 + W
c1 = ( + 1 A1 ) .
U
( + 1)2

The following anatomy of efficiency loss must hold:

d = n⇤1 )+BL(n
d = n⇤ )+DL(1
d  n  n⇤ )+DL(n
d ⇤ +1  n  n⇤ )+DL(n
d
E(v) = BL(n
1
1
1
2
d
In the general infinite horizon, DL(n
be assessed by the identity above.

b
n⇤2 +1)+U

n⇤2 + 1) is hard to directly pin down, but it can

Anatomy of Efficiency Loss
The inefficiency of the trade comes from two sources: a potential breakdown by a political
risk and a delay induced by asymmetric information. Naturally, I decompose the efficiency
loss into breakdown loss and discounting loss. When the event is slightly risky, both
breakdown loss and discounting loss contract compared with no-political-risk benchmark,
implying the entire negotiation becomes more efficient. On the other hand, if the event
is heavily risky, the breakdown loss outweighs the discounting loss, generating a large
efficiency loss. To quantify this idea, I construct indices to measure the sizes of the
two sources of efficiency loss. In the base specification, I show that a 1% possibility of
breakdown enhances 0.24% of the efficiency, compared to the no-political-risk benchmark.
To quantitatively detect the sources of the efficiency loss (i.e., how the bargaining
loses its initial pie), I perform a decomposition exercise: I denote DL (t⇤0 < t  t⇤d ) as
the expected discounting loss at t = t⇤d (d = 0, · · · , D, for notational convenience, I set
t⇤0 ⌘ 0) and BL(t = t⇤d ) as the expected breakdown loss at t = t⇤d . (d = 1, · · · , D). By
the protocol of the bargaining model, the following identity holds:
E(v) =

D
X
d=0

|

DL(t⇤d

<t

t⇤d+1 ) +

{z

}

discounting loss

D
X
d=1

|

BL(t = t⇤d ) +U.
{z

breakdown loss

}

(B.1)

E(v) is an expected value of the opponent, which is the maximum gains from trade. The
pie of the negotiation is divided into the expected discounting loss, the expected breakdown loss, and the total surplus. Next, for notational convenience, I define the marginal
change to the discounting loss and the breakdown loss with breakdown risk as follows:
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Definition 3 [Marginal Change of Discounting Loss and Breakdown Loss]
For each d (d = 0, · · · , D), the marginal change of the discounting loss with ↵t⇤d (or MDL)
is defined as
M DL ⌘

d{

PD

1
d=0

DL(t⇤d < t  t⇤d+1 )}
.
d↵t⇤d

The marginal change of the breakdown loss with ↵t⇤d (or MBL) is defined as
M BL ⌘

d{

PD

d=1

BL(t = t⇤d )}
.
d↵t⇤d

In words, MDL is the marginal decrease of discounting loss, while MBL is the marginal
increase of breakdown loss. Then, the following corollary immediately holds.
Corollary 2. [Marginal Discounting Loss versus Marginal Breakdown Loss]
Let

! 0. ↵d < ↵d⇤ if and only if MDL>MBL.

Proof.
Di↵erentiating the identify (B.1) with respect to ↵d , together with the Definition 4,
immediately yields the desired statement.
k
This corollary states that the non-monotonicity of efficiency loss comes from the di↵erence
of marginal changes of the two losses: discounting and breakdown. When the event is
not so risky, the breakdown loss doesn’t substantially increase (rather, decrease) and
the discounting loss decreases, as a result, the efficiency loss decreases. Figure 10 is a
simulation of my baseline quantitative exercise. (See online Appendix for the detailed
algorithms). When players are highly patient ( = 0.996 ), one can see that the marginal
decrease of the discounting loss (MDL) is larger than the marginal increase of breakdown
loss (MBL) if a breakdown risk is small. In fact, the breakdown loss slightly even decreases
in a small breakdown risk. The intuition is simple: since players care heavily for their
future breakdown loss, both get defensive.7 As a result, the trade agreed earlier, implying
both smaller discounting loss and breakdown loss in expectation.
However, if the political risk becomes larger and the negotiation gets “shorter”, the
increase of breakdown loss (MBL) dominates the decrease of discounting loss (MDL).
6

I choose this for clear exposition. A smaller such as = 0.98 used in other analyses doesn’t change
the result.
7
This can be seen that Xn⇤d = 1 (1 ↵d⇤ ) (1 An⇤d +1 ) increases and An⇤d decreases in a small ↵d⇤ . See
Section 3 and recall that Xn⇤d (or An⇤d ) captures the defensiveness (or aggressiveness) of the opponent
(or proposer) at n⇤d .
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Then, the bargaining reaches the extreme “shortest” case; one-shot ultimatum game,
where the breakdown loss is maximized while the discounting loss is minimized (zero).
When players are less patient ( = 0.7), however, the marginal increase of the breakdown
loss (MBL) is always larger than the marginal decrease of the discounting loss (MDL).
Since both players care less for their future breakdown loss, they are relatively more
aggressive than the patient case. 8 The marginal increase of the political risk does not
have large impact to facilitate the trade. Therefore, MBL dominates MDL. An analogous
observation is confirmed in the continuous time case, regardless of the discount rate .9
I view that a political event performs a catalyst to shorten the negotiation.

When players are impatient (low ), Xn⇤d = 1 (1 ↵d⇤ ) (1 An⇤d +1 ) increases less in ↵d⇤ and An⇤d
also increases in small ↵d⇤ . (See Section 3)
9
The observation is robust across various specifications: infinite-horizon or continuous-time.
8
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B.6

Instructions to Participants

Today’s Contents
• Thank you so much for joining the negotiation game. This experiment is designed
to analyze your decision making in negotiations. To prevent your potential distractions, please turn o↵ your cellphones. In today’s experiment you will earn points.
Those points will be converted into dollars at the end of the experiment. Therefore, to earn more money, you should try to earn as many points as possible in the
experiment.
• First of all, I will explain the rule of the game. Then, you’ll have a small practice session, which doesn’t a↵ect your scores. Then, you will work on small comprehension
quizzes for your perfect understanding. If you have mistakes or don’t understand
completely, do NOT hesitate to ask questions to the sta↵ nearby.
Ideas
• This is a general idea of the game. A single seller intends to sell some object to a
single buyer. No third parties, this is just a one-on-one negotiation. If there is no
sale, the seller earns 0 points. The value of the object for the buyer is v, and v is
drawn randomly from 1-100 and will be explained later.
• Trade takes place in a sequence of 6 stages. There’s a deadline of each trade. If
the trade expires 6 stages, both get 0 points. Moreover, if 3 stages pass, the trade
might break down randomly with probability ↵. ↵ ranges from 0% to 100%. At
the beginning of each trade, both of you know what ↵ is. If ↵ is 100%, you might
think that 3 stages is virtually a deadline. If breakdown occurs, both of you get 0
points.
• But once you survive the breakdown risk, there’s no random breakdown anymore.
You just need to care for the final deadline.
• In this game, a conversion rate is that 30 points correspond to 1 dollar.
• This is the main idea of the trade:
The seller wants to sell the good as more expensive and earlier as possible, while
the buyer wants to buy the good as cheaper and earlier as possible. If one period
passes, the point you get is discounted by a factor of 2 (0, 1). is either 0.98 or
0.7.
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Procedures
• We have 4 sessions with 48 trades. Each session has 12 trades with di↵erent environments, which I will explain later. Both of you perfectly know the environment
when the trade starts.
• The students with a PC number of 1-12 is Group A. 13-24 is Group B. The PC
number is written at each desk. Your group affiliation doesn’t change throughout
the game.
• In Session.1 and 3, Students in Group A are sellers, and those in Group B are
buyers and the opposite in Session.2 and 4.
• In every trade, students are randomly matched with DIFFERENT partners every
time across Groups. You are not matched with a student in the same Group.
• In each Group, one sta↵ is assigned as a Group member. These two sta↵’s actions
have been already designed for experiments. Because you cannot distinguish who
is your partner and your partner changes every time, you don’t have to care about
them.
Stage 1 for the seller
• First, this is the seller’s turn. The buyer has to wait until the seller makes a decision.
• The seller is asked to o↵er a price from 0 to 100.
• Key point: If you o↵er a higher price, it is more likely for the buyer to reject. This
is opposite when you o↵er a lower price.
Screen of Stage 1 for the seller
• This is an image for screen for the seller at Stage 1. On the top, you can confirm
that you’re a seller at Stage 1 and your discount factor now. With red letters, you
can see that after the 3rd stage, the negotiation will break down with a probability
↵.
• On the right side, the similar information is shown by a flow chart. Also, this is a
probability distribution of the buyer. You can think that this is like a dart game.
Because each value range is equally split on the dart in this case, every value is
equally possible to be assigned.
• Based on these information, the seller is asked to decide the price at this red square.
After you write down the price, you have to push the check button in order to check
the payo↵ if the price is accepted.
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• This button might be confusing at first, but I’m sure you will immediately understand if you practice several times. Because this is Stage 1, there’s no discount. So
the check box is the same value as the price you o↵ered. In contrast, in later stages,
you will see that the value is smaller than the price o↵ered. This check button is
particularly useful in later stages.
Stage 1 for the buyer(1)
• Now after the seller decides the price, the buyer immediately knows the price p1 .
The buyer has an evaluation v of the car, which means how much you want the
commodity.
• Here’s is the most tricky part in this experiments. So please listen and read carefully.
Initially you DO NOT have v. Instead, v is randomly assigned by a
lottery machine at each Stage
• I believe you get confused, so let me explain one by one. In Step 1, in stead of
saying Accept or Reject, you have to decide your the cuto↵ value(that is minimum
value you’d like to accept) a1 . This is the only choice by the buyer. This is our
rule: your cuto↵ has to be larger than tor equal to the seller’s price. (a1 p1 ) This
is because if your cuto↵ is lower than the seller’s price, it is possible that you get
negative payo↵.
Stage 1 for the buyer(2)
• In Step 2, the lottery machine picks up one value from 0 to 100 based on the
distribution of the pie chart you saw at the seller’s screen.
• If the assigned value v1 is larger than or equal to the cuto↵(v1
a1 ), you can
automatically ACCEPT the o↵er p1 . In this case, the seller gets p1 and the buyer
gets v1 p1 .
• If the assined value is smaller than to the cuto↵(v1 < a1 ), you automatically REJECT the o↵er. The trade goes to Stage 2.
• You CANNOT directly choose accepting or rejecting the o↵er. Instead, the buyer
has to choose “the minimum value you’d like to accept”.(we call “CUTOFF” value).
• Importantly, the value v2 of Stage 2 will be drawn by a lottery machine from 0 to
a1 1. This means that the cuto↵ a1 at Stage 1 restricts the value range at Stage 2.
Intuitively, the value v1 is larger than or equal to a1 has already accepted at Stage
1, the possibility of the buyer’s value is from 0 to a1 1.
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• This is the key point for the buyer: The higher cuto↵ an at Stage n decreases your
chances of being accepted, but increases your expected payo↵ if accepted AND
shrinks your value range less next Stage This is completely the opposite for lower
cuto↵ an at Stage n.
Screen of Stage 1 for the buyer
• This is the screen for the buyer. On the top and right side, the information is the
same as the seller. Here you can check that the seller’s o↵er p1 and the maximum
of your value, which is 100 at Stage 1.
• You’re asked to o↵er the cuto↵ value(which is the minimum value you buy) at the
red box. Just as in the same way as the seller, before submitting the cuto↵, you
have to check the probability that you can accept the o↵er. (You can calculate by
yourself based on the distribution, but it’s a shortcut)
• It might be helpful to try several cuto↵s and compare the probability of being
accepted before submission.
Screen for the seller when the buyer can accept the o↵er
• The slide 9 is the screen for the seller, when the buyer accepted the o↵er. You can
check not only how many points you got, but the summary of each trade every time
the trade finishes.
• Please be sure that every trade, a DIFFERENT partner will be matched with you.
So it doesn’t make sense to analyze and predict the tendency of the partner. The
summary is useful just a reference for your next decision.
Screen for the buyer when the buyer can accept the o↵er
• The slide 10 is the screen for the buyer, when the buyer can accept the o↵er. This
is almost as the same as the seller’s screen.
Time limit
• Before explaining the Stage 2, the important point you care is that there’s a time
limit for your decision in every Stage This time restriction is to prevent the delay
of the whole experiment.
• In Session 1 and 2, you have relatively more time to think. You have 30 seconds in
your decision at each Stage In Session 3 and 4, I believe that everybody gets used
to the game and you don’t need such long time to think. So you have 15 seconds.
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• If the time runs out, both of you get 0 points. The time left is shown on the screen,
so please be careful about it.
Stage 2 for the seller
• Suppose that the buyer rejected the o↵er at Stage 1. This is just in the same way
as Stage 1. The seller is asked to o↵er a price p2 from 0 to 100.
• Before submitting the price, the seller has to check the point you get, if the price is
agreed. In the Stage 2, there’s a one-period discount, so a discount factor ( = 0.98
or 0.7) is attached to your price p2 . You cannot get the full price p2 , because you’re
impatient to the one-period delay. It might help to try several values to see how
much you can get, if the price is accepted.
Stage 2 for the buyer(1)
• Next, this is the buyer’s turn. This is also analogous to Stage 1. Now, you know
the seller’s price p2 and the maximum of the value, which is equal to a1 , your cuto↵
at Stage 1. Please remember that your cuto↵ at Stage 1 is the maximum value of
Stage 2.
• I guess it’s time to explain our general rule: In general, the maximum of the value
in Stage n is the minimum of the cuto↵s of previous periods. There’s some reason
behind the rule, but for now please accept it as a rule. Maybe, you will know if you
play the trades many times.
• Then, he is asked to o↵er the cuto↵ a2 , which is the minimum value he wants to
buy. a2 has to be larger than or equal to p1 .
Stage 2 for the buyer(2)
• After he submits his cuto↵ a2 , the value v2 of Stage 2 is randomly picked up by the
lottery machine on the value range from 0 to a1 .
• If the assigned value v2 is larger than or equal to the cuto↵(v2  a2 ), you can
automatically ACCEPT the o↵er p2 . In this case, the seller gets p2 and the buyer
gets (v2 p2 ).
• If the picked value is smaller than to the cuto↵(v2  a2 ), you automatically REJECT the o↵er. The trade goes to Stage 3.
• Now, it’s time to explain the general payo↵ rule. In general, if the o↵er price pn is
accepted at stage n, the seller/buyer payo↵s are ( n 1 pn , n 1 (vn pn )), where is
a discount factor.
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• This is the key points for both players: Both players are impatient. The
longer the trade becomes, the smaller payo↵ you get because of larger
time discount.
Stage 3
• This stage is analogous as Step 1 and 2, so I don’t repeat it. The only critical point
is that if the buyer rejects at Stage 3, the lottery machine will randomly determine
whether or not the experiment ends. The trade breaks down with a probability ↵.
Then, both get 0.
• With a probability 1

↵, the trade moves on to Stage 4.

Screen when the random breakdown happens
• Slide15 is the screen for both players when the random breakdown happens.
Stage 4, 5, 6
• Stage 4, 5, 6 are analogous as before, so I don’t repeat either. The only new point
is that there’s a deadline at 6 Stage If the buyer rejects at Stage 6, the trade breaks
down with 100%. Then, both get 0 points.
Screen when the trade expires the deadline
• Slide17 is the screen when the trade expires. You have to wait for the next trade.
Screen when each sessions finish
• Slide19 is the screen when each session is over. You can check how much you got
in each session.
Screen when all the sessions finish
• Slide20 is the screen when all the sessions are over. You can check how much you
got in the whole experiment. The sta↵ will check your score and bring envelopes
with the prize. Please be seated to wait for the preparation.
• While the sta↵ are arranging envelopes, I’ll bring questionnaires so that you can
write down what you thought and found during the experiment.
• A sta↵ will soon bring an envelope to you. Please confirm the amount of the prize,
and sign the receipt. If everyone finishes the procedure, submit the questionnaire,
and it’s all done!
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Big Picture
• In summary, this is the big picture of the game. The red seller o↵ers prices, and
the blue buyer o↵ers cuto↵s. After the buyer submits cuto↵s, the value is randomly
assigned every period. Based on the sizes of values vn and cuto↵s an , the buyer
either accepts or rejects the each price. And there’s one random breakdown after
Stage 3 and a strict deadline at Stage 6.
• Is everything OK so far? Rather than listening to the presentation, learning by
doing is the best way to understand the rule. So let’s move on to the practice
session. Please remember that this doesn’t a↵ect your scores.
Comprehension Quizzes (8 minutes)
Part.1 True or False Questions Suppose we have 6 stages, and a breakdown risk at
the end of Stage 3. Judge whether following 6 statements are true or false. Why so?
1. During each session, you’re randomly matched with a same partner in the other
group. So you have 8 partners today.
2. Before every trade starts, both of players know a value parameter and a discount
factor , but cannot know the probability of breakdown ↵ before Stage 3 starts.
3. You’re in Stage 2. If you o↵er larger cuto↵ than your cuto↵ at Stage 1, the value
range at Stage 3 is the same as Stage 2.
4. Even if other conditions remain unchanged, the probability of acceptance when
= 2 is larger than the case when = 1.
5. The seller’s price o↵er doesn’t directly a↵ect the probability of acceptance of the
buyer.
6. Suppose you’re a buyer. Even if you manipulate the cuto↵ properly, the probability
of acceptance can be sometimes zero.
Part.2 Strategic Decisions For the seller side, which of 1-3 are the advantages (and
disadvantages) of increasing prices? For the buyer side, which of 1-3 are the advantages
(and disadvantages) of increasing cuto↵s for the buyer? Choose 1-3 below for advantages
(and disadvantages) of each player. Multiple answers are possible for advantages (and
disadvantages) of each player.
1. Keep your value range high for the next stage if the o↵er is not accepted.
2. Probability of acceptance for the current stage is low. So, you are likely to negotiate
over a discounted pie at the next Stage
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3. Get a higher payo↵ if the o↵er is accepted.
Part.3 Numerical Exercises For all questions, we have 6 stages in total and there’s
a breakdown risk with a probability ↵ = 30% at the end of Stage 3. Let the discount
factor = 0.7. Each question is independent.
• At Stage 3, the seller o↵ered 35 and the buyer chose 40 as his cuto↵. The computer
picked up the value 25. What is the result of this trade?
1. The o↵er is rejected, and the trade is over.
2. Both get (0,0) The o↵er is rejected, and the trade ends with a probability
↵ = 30%.
3. With a probability 1

↵ = 70%, the trade moves on to Stage 4.

4. The o↵er is accepted and the seller gets 20 ⇥ 0.72 .
• Suppose you’re a buyer. At stage 6, the seller o↵ers 20. Suppose you chose your
cuto↵ as 40. The computer picked up value 50. What is your result of this game?
1. You accept, and you got (50
2. You accept, and you got (50

20) ⇥ 0.75
20) ⇥ 0.76

3. You rejects, and the trade is over. Both get 0.
• Suppose you’re a buyer and = 2. Suppose at Stage 1, you o↵ered the cuto↵ 50,
and at Stage 2 you o↵ered the cuto↵ 60. Now, at the Stage 3, the seller o↵ered 30.
And you decide your cuto↵ as 40. What’s the possible range of the value of Stage
3, picked up by the computer? Then, what is the probability you can accept?
1. The value v is picked from 0 to 60, and the probability of acceptance is (602
402 )/602 .
2. The value v is picked from 0 to 50, and the probability of acceptance is (502
402 )/502 .
3. The value v is picked from 0 to 50, and the probability of acceptance is (502
302 )/502 .
4. The value v is picked from 0 to 40, and the probability of acceptance is (402
302 )/402 .
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